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Times are changing

«The Research Council will eventually demand 
that all researchers reflect upon the social 
responsibility in their projects – more focus 
will be put on the effect of research including 
innovation»

«The impact of research is increasing rapidly, 
and becomes partly a changing force for 
society» Arvid Hallén, director of Norwegian 
Research Council (Foto: Elin Fugelsnes)

Utilization: research proposals will in the 
future be considered in terms of relevance 
and the practicality of their results



Societal impact and responsibility

• We’re lucky to have a government and society willing to pay 
us for doing what we love.

• So what do we do in return? At least we should think about 
how we can bring value back into the same society that 
enables our everyday workfun and discoveries!

• Question is: should research yield more than skilled 
practicioners, researchers and publications? The answer is…

• Research can and does lead to innovation that bring value 
and progress to society!



Innovation isn’t always what you think…

Innovation doesn’t necessarily entail creating 
something new. It’s not the same as 

invention. Rather, innovation usually involves 

a fresh perspective on something 
that already exists—taking an idea, a 

technology, or a material (or aggregating 
several) and then considering how their use 

can create a positive impact in a new and 
better way





1. Look at: try a different perspective

What in my research, my results, my 
prototypes or data could I look at in a new 
way? 

Steve Jobs may be a worn out example in 
many cases, but one cannot argue the fact 
that he looked at the computer in a new way, 
leading to the Mac and the personal 
computer revolution



2. Use: think application, use and interaction

What in my research could I use, my field use or society use in 
a new way? 

Paleolithic humans turned fire from a scourge into a means of 
cooking, heat, light, and protection (freely interpreted 
illustration)



3.Move: explore context, settings, environments and fields

What in my research could I move or re-
contextualize in space or time? 

The Sumerians (from Mesopotamia, now 
southern Iraq) moved language from spoken 
to written form, expanding its power and 
reach



4. Connect: discuss connections and symbiosis, and explore 
combinations

What in my research could I connect in a new way, with 
other technology or different processes? 

Thomas Edison experimented with connecting light bulbs to 
the electrical grid



5.Change: think improvement, performance, look and feel

What could my research change, in terms of 
design or performance in products or 
processes? 

Nearly 3 million years ago, the world’s first 
"innovator" transformed a simple rock into a 
stone hand-axe

A stone hand axe found in Kenya, which is 
thought to have been used by Homo erectus 
(Source: DailyMail)



6. Create: dare to imagine, dream and wonder

What could my research create that is truly 
new? 

In 1776, American colonists created the first 
"intentional" nation, based on specific 
abstract principles…



Futures, and your possibility to create them

• Why do you do research? Interest, passion, curiosity, ambition, pride, development, 
tradition…?

• Do you want to influence, potentially transform or even re-create your field of research and 
it’s future?



Thought experiment: What sort of future do you want 
your research to create for Norway? For Oslo? The 

world? Or maybe your local neighborhood? For you?



Why think about futures?

To encourage you to reflect on what you 
want to achieve with your research.. 

• Is it a career in research?

• To create better technology or processes 
in your field?

• To push society forwards?

• To publish as much as possible?

• To become an entrepreneur?

• To get rich?

Take a step back: We need to acknowledge 
the fact that the transformative power that 
innovation has to create different futures, 

can only be realized when people are allowed 
and encouraged to think alternatively or 
differently about their research and work



How to learn to identify potenial innovations? Develop new 
skills!

Develop effective mechanisms for identifying innovation opportunities: learn to recognize 
ideas 

The same way you develop a skill of assessing a theory or a piece of scientific work, to 

discover innovation you need to train your sense of searching for «the new» in your own 
work. 

It’s like training a muscle. The more you do it, the faster it will become a natural skill and the 
better you’ll be at it



Discussion is key

Discuss the potential of your work! Use every option to talk with others about what you do; 
try to understand as much as you can about what problems are out there and that are 
connected to your field

Think about how life and society can be better with your research 

If you’re on to something, talk to someone in your environment who supports engaging in 
entrepreneurial or innovation activities



Interact and engage!

Innovation is created when people meet – use every opportunity to up your game and discuss 
with people who can challenge you – not just other researchers and scholars – use the 
innovation ecosystem around you actively

If you don’t know where to start, we’re here to help – and many others are too! There are 
many places nearby to find inspiration for how your research can be commercialized.





Industry & corporates – use them!

If your group, project or department is in contact with industry partners, learn how to adress
them and engage them to to help you learn how to see commercial potential in your work 
(and always remember to make sure you have an NDA at hand – a non-disclosure agreement)

Ask experienced innovators in your research environment about advice

Industry input can help you learn about what customers/users in different fields of application 
in the market really need, or what problems they are hammering away on. 

Maybe it matches just what you’re doing…?



Skillset for innovation

So, your technical specialty is the perfect basis for innovation, but if you want to learn how to 
discover the potential in your own work, it’s also important to actively develop other skillsets 
that will help you to be alert to the potential of your work…

• Interaction skills

• The «think for yourself» skill! Don’t listen to people who try to discourage you from 
investigating commercial potential in your research – there’s no contradiction in doing 
excellent research and making it available for society at large through commercial means! 
On the contrary, it can strengthen your work, your outreach and your reputation, and help 
you secure funds and grants for further research. 

• Problem solving skills

• Communication skills.



The most important takeaway..

Our job at Inven2 is to be of service to the research community, and to help you assess the 
potential in your work

We encourage you to enable yourself to use your position in research to challenge the 
established!  Think about why you are working with this, and what you could imagine to do 
with your results!

Have questions, want to discuss a potential innovation – or just curious? Get in touch, and 
we’ll explore the opportunities together!



FOR ANY QUESTIONS OF ENQUIRIES PLEASE CONTACT:

Silje Bareksten 
Innovation Manager
silje.bareksten@inven2.com
Mob: (+47) 97 18 59 66


